CHECKLIST TO HELP YOU DETERMINE WHICH FURRY FRIEND YOU HAVE THE RESOURCES TO CARE FOR!!
In order to answer these correctly, you will need to print it out and read through each pet. You will then give a  or  based on your evaluation.

HAMSTER CHINCHILLA GUINEA FERRETS PET
HEDGEHOG SHORTGERBILS DEGUS
PIGS
RATS
TAILED
OPOSSUM
Do I Like this pet? Do
I think he/ she looks
cute?
Is it legal to keep this
pet in my country or
state? If it is illegal,
do not try to keep
the pet as first it will
be a crime, second,
you will not find a
vet.
Can I afford any of
the recommended
cages? If not, can I
save up?
What can I handle or
will be cheaper for
me, cleaning material
bedding or cleaning
substrate bedding?
Can I afford the cage
accessories?
Will my daily
schedule
accommodate this
pet’s needs?
Especially time?

Can I afford the Pet’s
food?
This pet is nocturnal,
does this work for
me? Including
feeding and playing
time?
This pet is Diurnal,
does this work for
me? Including
feeding time?
Do I have a pet
room? If not, do I
have space where I
can place a playpen
for when I want my
pet to have out of
cage playtime? A
playpen is beneficial
to prevent
destruction of your
property and escape
of your pet.
Have I understood
the lifespan of this
pet? Will I be
committed for that
long?
Am I getting this pet
for my child? If so,
how old is she or he
and can they be able
to handle the pet

with or without
supervision.
Is there any other
thing I have not liked
about this pet? For
each thing put an .
TALLY 
TALLY 

With the numbers you get after tallying, you can see the pet that you can healthily afford to live with.

